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DURHAM, N.H. – Research out of the University of New Hampshire has found that some roads, as far as
two miles from the shore, are facing a new hazard that currently cannot be seen by drivers - rising
groundwater caused by increasing ocean water levels.
Researchers have identified sections of specific New Hampshire Seacoast roads that are the most
vulnerable as groundwater levels continue to rise. They include the heavily traveled Route 286 in
Seabrook and Gosling Road in Portsmouth. Without drastic improvements to these routes, at or below
the pavement surface, motorists can expect segments of these roadways to deteriorate more quickly,
require more maintenance and be closed for longer periods of time, according to a study
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WITHOUT ROAD IMPROVEMENTS, RISING GROUNDWATER CAUSED BY INCREASING OCEAN WATER LEVELS COULD LEAD TO MORE ROAD REPAIRS AND CLOSURES.

(http://trrjournalonline.trb.org/doi/abs/10.3141/2639-01) recently published in Transportation Research Record.
“Previous road vulnerability studies have looked at road surface flooding, but groundwater has not been addressed,” said Jayne Knott, a civil engineering doctoral
candidate in UNH’s
College of Engineering and Physical Sciences and lead author of the study. “We found that the e ects of surface water flooding on roads occur within a mile of the
coast, and groundwater rise e ects can occur more than twice that, sometimes all the way to Pease Tradeport.”
Groundwater levels are higher than sea levels and that drives the groundwater discharge to the ocean. But as sea levels begin to rise, this forces groundwater to
slowly move up to maintain the equilibrium, inching closer to the pavement base layers that need to stay dry to defend their strength.
“The worst enemy of pavement is water,” says Jo Daniel, professor of civil and environmental engineering, director of UNH’s Center for Infrastructure Resilience to
Climate (http://ceps.unh.edu/UCIRC), and a co-author on the study. “If the soil and substrate under the pavement get wet, then the strength that we had counted
on to carry the tra ic isn’t there anymore. So the pavement develops ruts and cracks, allowing more water to get into the underlying layers which makes the
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situation worse and closing roads for long periods of time to dry out impacting both commuters and tourists.”
For the study, the research team examined the cross-section data for the most endangered sections of five Seacoast roads — Spaulding Turnpike, Gosling Road,
Route 286, Route 101 and Middle Street. Highways are usually built more stout with thicker cross-sections of materials to withstand heavier tra ic, while smaller
town roads are sometimes little more than layers of pavement over shallow depths of crushed gravel. The thickness of the pavement base layers provides a bu er
that protects the road as groundwater rises. The roads where groundwater is already close to the surface are the ones that will likely be a ected first, although
local geology, topography, soil type and drainage can also influence this.
Researchers then compared the N.H. Department of Transportation (NHDOT) road cross-section data with current and projected groundwater levels given various
sea level rise scenarios ranging from one foot by 2030 to 6.6 feet by the year 2100. The results indicate that although Route 101 and the Spaulding Turnpike will
probably not have many adverse issues by rising groundwater until late in this century, both Route 286 — an emergency evacuation route — and Gosling Road are
likely to be some of the first roads a ected.
This research was supported by New Hampshire Sea Grant, New Hampshire Seacoast Transportation Climate Working Group, New Hampshire Department of
Transportation, New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services, Infrastructure and Climate Network, and the UNH Center for Infrastructure Resilience to
Climate.

The University of New Hampshire is a flagship research university that inspires innovation and transforms lives in our state, nation and world. More than 16,000
students from all 50 states and 71 countries engage with an award-winning faculty in top ranked programs in business, engineering, law, health and human
services, liberal arts and the sciences across more than 200 programs of study. UNH’s research portfolio includes partnerships with NASA, NOAA, NSF and NIH,
receiving more than $100 million in competitive external funding every year to further explore and define the frontiers of land, sea and space.

Editor's Notes:
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Caption: Without road improvements, rising groundwater caused by increasing ocean water levels could lead to more road repairs and closures.
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